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Extended Abstract
The distribution of people in buildings, the occupancy of lecture-, work- and
study places and the accessibility of facilities are essential information at
university campuses who have to cope with limited and even shrinking
budgets and huge, rising real estate costs. Only little insight is gained in both
occupancy and movement patterns with traditional counting techniques and
user-based questionnaires. Management teams state that rooms and
facilities are hardly used, though staff and students complain about
overcrowded facilities and limited flexibility. Actual and accurate data on a
24/7 scale with high-granularity is missing.
In general Facility- and Asset Management lacks efficient methods for realtime, comprehensive and high-granularity information of location, capacity
and use of tangible and intangible assets. Asset management could benefit
from more detailed, more accurate and longitudinal data on assets, providing
more insight into efficiency and effectiveness on different levels of scale
through time.
Existing technologies could provide a platform delivering those required
insights. Navigation- and communication technologies such as GNSS, Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, RFID can be used to ‘locate’ users, estimate intensities and reveal
patterns of movement and patterns of use. For Asset management indoor
localisation is essential.
Technology
Wi-Fi is a widespread communication technology used by electronic devices
to connect to a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) base station or to
connect ad-hoc directly between devices. Wi-Fi may be used to obtain
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internet access, to exchange data, to access an intranet or for sending data to
devices like a printer. Today a large range of electronic devices is capable of
using Wi-Fi including computers, laptops, smart-phones, tablets, digital
cameras, audio players, printers, (video-)game consoles and sensors. Wi-Fi
networks are offered in companies, private homes, cities and (semi) public
spaces and also at university campuses. Eduroam is a worldwide standard for
University Campus WLAN networks.
Wi-Fi cannot only be used as a technology to transfer digital data wirelessly,
but also as a tool for Facility and Asset management or as a platform for
location-based services (LBS): Wi-Fi Access Points (AP’s) can be used as
sensors to collect information of connecting devices, delivering dashboards
with temporal data on intensity of devices based on the number of unique
devices detected and patterns of movement based on detections of the same
device at different access points.
Wi-Fi ‘user' data can be obtained in two ways: (a) by scanners or (b) by the
network.
ad. (a) Wi-Fi scanners register connection attempts from devices within
range. Every enabled Wi-Fi device is continuously searching for Wi-Fi access
points and therefore broadcasting its unique media access control (MAC)
address. No connection between device and scanner is made and no data is
exchanged. Scanners can be other Wi-Fi devices as well as (modified) Access
Points.
ad. (b) When using the network Access Points the real -establishedconnections are used. Either the connection start- and endtime is logged, or
the system regularly scans for connected devices. At TU Delft a dump of
devices connected to Eduroam Access Points is made every five minutes for
the whole campus for network management purposes. Personal information
such as MAC address and network ID are immediately encrypted (hashed).
The research projects described in this abstract use this anonymised data
from the Eduroam network for spatio-temporal analysis. Only staff and
students from the university connecting to the eduroam Wi-Fi network are
incorporated in this research.
In the Geomatics Synthesis Project Wi-Fi is used in a campus-wide
experiment to monitor flows and occupation patterns at the TU Delft
Campus. Students worked for two months on three parallel projects :
(1) extracting presence of people at specific places;
(2) unravelling patterns of movement within buildings and between
buildings on the campus; and
(3) identifying activities and irregular use based on Wi-Fi data.
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In all projects, the same dataset is used. All project also had to cover four
cross-cutting topics: Privacy, Validity and Accuracy, Representativeness and
reflection on the system of Access points (data collection).
Project 2: A2B : Identifying Movement patterns from large-scale
Wi-Fi based location data.
A company Wi-Fi network works as a company-broad roaming service for
Wi-Fi enabled devices. This enables to collect data of connection to this
system and based on that aggregate to flows of devices through the system.
This assists both Asset management by providing insight on actual
movements between facilities and users by potentially offering tools to
facilitating their movement behaviour. The second project specifically
focusses on analysis of movement within and between facilities. In several
corporate situations, Wi-Fi is already used for measuring movement, i.e.
IKEA, Airports such as Copenhagen and Schiphol and the University campus
of the National University of Singapore. Research has been carried out by
Meneses and Moreire (2012) but also at TU Delft (Kalogianni et al. 2015).
The aim of this research is to use location data based on Wi-Fi logs to conduct
a mobility analysis producing knowledge about the use and interaction on
the Delft University Campus level.
Methodology
The TU Delft campus is equipped with over 1700 Wi-Fi Access Points (AP’s)
distributed over 30 buildings. The AP’s mainly cover the indoor space. All
students and staff have free access to this system. The system scans and
stores all connections every 5 minutes for every AP. All data is encrypted. The
data includes a timestamp, encrypted user information and AP name. The AP
is located in a specific building at a specific place.
The analysis of movement focusses on two levels: between buildings and
between building parts. The latter research has been carried out at the
Faculty of Architecture as this was the only place where the exact location of
access points was provided.
For the analysis of the data, a distinction is made between static devices,
laptops and mobile devices like Smartphones. The hypothesis is that
Smartphones are more representative for analysing movement behaviour
than laptops and tablets. The latter are usually offline while moving through
or between buildings and therefore not observed by the system.
The methodology for processing the data is based on the sequence and
duration of the connection to specific AP’s. The less AP’s the more likely a
device is static. The more AP’s the more likely a device is mobile. Also being
‘invisible’ is taken into account by defining being ‘away’ for at least an hour
is called ‘world’. Connections to the same AP with short intervals are grouped
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in blocks. This way the status and sequence of every device can be defined as
either world (outside), moving (between AP’s) or present (within the range
of AP).
The next step of the research was to derive movement patterns from the data.
The movement was analysed on building-part level by grouping AP’s to
specific regions.
Research
The dataset comprised two months of data. Within this dataset this team
discovered almost 45.000 different users and more than 85.000 different
devices. Only around 24.000 of these devices were classified as mobile, the
other devices were either static or had insufficient sessions connected to the
Wi-Fi to deliver movement patterns.
The movement patterns were visualised in general and delivered a clear
relation between the lecturing schedule and movement: main peaks at the 1st
hour (08:45), during start and end of lunch (12:45 and 13:45) and at the end
of the 8th hour (17:45); Small peaks can be observed at the intermediate
breaks around 10:45 (after 2nd hour) and 15:45 (after 6th hour).
The former results were, of course, expected based on the academic schedule.
More interesting are the observations of movement behaviour between
facilities and the indoor movement patterns in the building of the Faculty of
Architecture and the Built Environment. In general, the main movement is
from most faculties in direction of the Aula for lunch, but even bigger is the
flow to the library. In Architecture the pressure on the central street,
especially from the East-Wing is visible.
Conclusion
On campus level, the Rhythm between buildings can be shown rather clearly
based on the Wi-Fi data. Specifically, relations between Faculties can be
illustrated. At building level, the same methodology can be introduced by
using an indoor network graph based on the floorplan. This successfully
illustrated movement in the building, however clearly issues with overlap
between AP’s can be observed.
Recommendation
On building level, the range of AP’s needs to be investigated and translated
into algorithms to identify the correct movement patterns. The performance
of the tool is depending on building form. Architecture has a specific, ideal
form with three main distinguishable parts. This will not always be the case.
For this research, especially the description of the outdoor space of TU Delft
was missing. It is advised to add AP’s in the public domain of the University
Campus to make a distinction between people leaving the premises of TU
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Delft and people using the outdoor facilities of TU Delft, like the centrally
located Mekelpark area.
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